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I. INTRODUCTION 
R. J. Duffin [3] has studied the basic properties ofdiscrete analytic func- 
tions. Those functions are defined as follows. 
The points of complex plane with integer coordinates are called lattice 
points. A real or complex function f is said to be discrete analytic on the unit 
square consisting ofthe lattice points (z, z + 1, z + 1 + i, x + i}, if 
fk + ‘,‘-i! -fW = fb + 1) -f-(x + i> , 
2 1 -i 
i.e. 
Lf = f(z) + if(z + 1) - f(z + 1 + i) - ij(z + i) = 0. (1.1) 
Iff(z) is discrete analytic on every square in a simply connected region R
on the complex plane, f(z) is said to be discrete analytic in R, and the set of 
all functions discrete analytic in R will be denoted by A(R). 
The line integral of f(z) and the double dot integral of f(x) and g(z) are 
defined respectively asfollows: 
s ::f(t) at = iI 2Wfcd + fc%-Jl kr - 6,); (1.2) 
I 
2, 
J(t) : ‘do fst = g 4W(d + fb-Al M4 + &-,)I (% - ,d, 
(1.3) 
where 
2, -.zx,-,=~l,~i. 
For a region R containing the origin, a convolution product for two functions 
f(z) and g(z) E A(R) is defined as follows: 
f * g = ,)(z - t) : g(t) 6t. (1.4) 
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Duffin and Duris have proved in [4] the commutative law and the associat- 
ive law for the convolution product in the proper region. 
The author [7] generalized the definition of discrete analyticity off E d(R) 
as follows. 
We are concerned with real or complex valued functions f(x, y) of two 
independent integral variables x and y satisfying the following condition. 
Denote 
fo = fb r>, fl =f(x + 1, Yh fi =f(x + l,Y + 11, 
f3 =fbr + I>, 
Ill = Wfo + flh fl = 2-Yf, + fib fz = Wf, + f3)Y 
.f3 = 2-u + fd 
Let p be a non-zero real or complex constant so far as p2 # 1, then f is said 
to be discrete analytic in R on the discrete x - y plane, if 
i.e. 
(1.5) 
in R. The class of discrete analytic functions f E A@, R) contains the Duffin’s 
one, where p = q = i. 
The author [7] obtained the commutative and associative laws of convolu- 
tion product f *g and Theorems in A(p, R) corresponding to Duffin’s and 
Duris’s results [3, 41 in A(i, R), and introduced operators a/b as ordered pairs 
(a, b) in A(p) similar to M’k I usiriski’s operator for continuous functions in 
WI- 
The author embedded f E A(p) in a patient structure Q(p), and developed 
the theory analogous to Mikusinski’s operational calculus [lo], and solved 
operationally discrete Volterra integral equations or discrete derivative 
equations in Q(p) and A(p). 
Recently Lord [9] has introduced a discrete algebraic derivutiwe D in A(i), 
similar to that for continuous functions in [lo], and has shown that 
in A(i), and that 
D(f*d=Df*g+f*Dg 
Dsn = m-1 n = 1, 2,... 
in Q(i), where s denotes the derivative operator in Q(i). 
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The author [8] extended Lord’s results to A(p) and obtained in Q(p) 
D(s - a)-fi = - n(s - u)-“-1, ?I = 0, 1, 2 ,*.. . 
Thus we know that the operation D in A(p) corresponds to d/ds for rational 
expression of s in Q(p). 
In this paper we shall introduce discrete analytic functionsf(x) E A(p, Rn) 
of n variables and obtain several Theorems and Solutions in A(p, R”) or 
Q(p, P), similar to Theorems and Solutions in [3-5, 7-91. 
2. DISCRETE ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS IN Rn 
We consider the lattice function f(x) =f(xr , xa ,..., x J defined at lattice 
points in a-dimensional euclidean space Rn consisting ofthe origin 0 and the 
12 axes Oxi (; = 1, 2 ,..., n). 
With the translation operator X,“, defined by 
X,WXl , x2 ,**a, Xk,*a., x ) =.h 7 x2 ,***, Xk + %..-, x,> 
for m = 0, & 1, f 2,...; Xko = I (identity operator), the condition (1.5) 
becomes the difference equation 
Jm, Y) = (1-f AX1 - x1x2 - hX,)f(x, y) = 0, 
where h = (1 + p)/( 1 - p). 
Now let pi (i = 1, 2,..., n) be non-zero constants o far as pi2 f pja for 
ifj(i,j = 1, 2 ,..., n). If 
Lijf(X) = (I + AijXi - XiXj - hfjXj)f(X) = 0, 
Aii = (pi + Pi)@, - pj), for any lattice point P(x) on the plane x,0x9 , then 
f(x) is said to be discrete analytic on the plane x,Oxj with the ordered rate 
pi , p, , and will be denoted by f(x) E A(p, , p,). 
X3 
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THEOREM 2.1. Let OA,P,A, - A3P3SP2 (Fig. 1) be a hexahedron con- 
sisting of six consecutive lattice-planes in R3. If 
f E 4Pl ) P2) on a rhomb OW,A, > 
f E 4~2 > ~3) on a rhomb OA,P,A, , 
f E A($3 Y PI) on a rhomb OA,PA 
and further 
f E 4~1, ~2) on a rhomb 4PJP2 , 
then 
f E 4~2 9 ~3) on a rhomb 4P157’3 , 
and 
f E 41’3 > P,) on a rhomb A,P,SP, . 
Proof. By assumption of the Theorem, 
[I + G& - x,x2 - Gq f (0) = 0 
[I + &f, - x2x3 - &f,] f (0) = 0 
[I + h3-73 - x3-q - ~341 f (0) = 0 
[I + VG - x,x2 - &X21 x3 f (0) = 0 
where 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
h = Pl +P2 
1 P1-P2 ’ 
A, = P2 + P3 
P2 - P3 ’ 
h = P3 + Pl 
3 P,- 
We notice 
h,h, + h,h, + h,X, + 1 = 0. 
Then we have from (4), (3)-(2), and (3)-(l), 
x;x2x3f to) = Lx3 + A,{xlx3 - x2x3)l f co) 
= [X3 + v& + 4) x3 - x3x1 - &z-w f (0) 
= [- h2h3X3 - h3hlXl - h,h2X21f(o) 
= Lx1 + h2{(X3 + &> xl - hX2 - x3x3)1 f co) 
= [Xl + ~2WlX2 - -Gw f (0). 
Hence we have 
[I + h2X2 - x,x, - X,X3] x-J(o) = 0. 
This is the first part of Theorem 2.1, and we can prove similarly the second 
part. 
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By making use of Theorem 2.1, we have easily the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 2.1. Assume that f(x) E A@, , pi) on the plane xiOxi , 
f (4 E A(P~ 9 PJ on the plane xjOx, and f (x) E A@, , pi) on the plane x,0x, , 
for any dzgerent axes in R”. If further f(x) E A(p, , pj) on every lattice-plane 
parallel to the plane XiOXj , then f (x) E A@, , pk) on every lattice-plane parallel 
to the plane xjOx, , and f (x) E A@, , pi) on every lattice-plane parallel to the 
plane x,0x, . 
DEFINITION. When the above-stated corollary for any different 
xi , xi , xk (1 < ;, j, K < n) holds, f (x) = f (xr , xa ,..., x ) is said to be discrete 
analytic with rates p = (p, , p, ,..., pn) and is denoted by f (x) E A(p, R”) or 
briefly by f E A. 
3. THE CONVOLUTION PRODUCT 
Let P, , P1 ,..., P, be consecutive lattice points in R@. The line integral 
of the function f (x) along the chain {P,,P, ..’ P,} in Rn is defined by 
i f(t) St = g 2-Yf (Pr) +fP-dl& > POPI...P, ?=l 
at-= iP1, zkpp,,..., fP,, 
where 6, = pj(Or - pj) if the path P,-,P, is positively (or negatively) parallel 
to the xj-axis. 
The double dot integral of f(x) and g(x) E A(p, R”) along the chain 
FllPl ... P,> is defined by 
i P,Pl...P, 
f (9 : g(t) at = il 4-Yf(Pr) + f(Pr-dl WJ + .dpr dl 6, 9 
8, = f P, 9 zt P, ,.*.> ip, . 
The double dot integral for functions f, g E A(p, R%) J”if (x - t) : g(t) St 
of n variables x = (x1 , xa ,..., x ) is called the convolution product off(x) 
and g(x), and is denoted by (f * g) (x). 
We can determine values off(x) E A(p, Rn) uniquely by the analyticity of
f(x) from the values off(x) at lattice points on the axes Ox, (i = 1, 2,..., n). 
Let D C R” be a domain. If f (x) E A(p, D), we can extend f(x) so that 
f(x) E A(p, R”), by defining suitably the values off(x) in Rn. 
Thus we can extend the region of analyticity off to the whole R”. Therefore 
we may suppose without loss of generality, that f(x) E A(p, R”). 
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As the line integral inR” is the succession fline integrals inR2, we have 
the following Theorem 3.1 and 3.2 in Rn similar to those in R2 [7]. 
THEOREM 3.1. If f and g E A(p, R”), the double dot integral off and g is 
independent of the path of integration in R”. 
We can restrict hereafter x(x1 , x2 ,..., XJ such as xi > 0 (i = 1, 2 ,..., n), 
without losing the generality, otherwise we can discuss with slight modifica- 
tion. 
Let f(x) be a function, we use the following notations for the mean of the 
values off on consecutive lattice points: 
Xkrnf(X) ZE 2-1(x,” + x,m-l)f(xl )...) Xk ,...) xn) 
3 qlxp . . . x;+s . . . qnf(O). 
Then the convolution product f(x) * g(x) in R” is expressed as follows. 
(f * ‘d (Xl , x2 ,***> 4 
x!, - 
= p1 pgl [xy+‘x,” **’ X?f P)l ~~g(O)l 
For all i, j; i # j, we see that on the lattice plane parallel tothe plane 
x,Oxj , (f * g) (x) E A(p, , pj) similarly to Theorem 2.2 in [7], and that 
(f * g) (x) E A(p, R”) by the definition fanalyticity inR”. 
As in [7] we have the following: 
THEOREM 3.2. In A(p, R”), there hold the laws of commutativity, associat- 
ivity, and distributivity for convolution products : 
f*g=g*f* 
(f*d*h=f*k*h)- 
f*(g+h)=f*g+f*h. 
The function f E A(p, R”) is uniquely determined by its values on the n 
axes Ox, (i = 1, 2,..., n). Therefore we have the following theorem. 
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THEOREM 3.3. Let f, g E A(p, Rn). If f = g on every axis, then f = g at 
every lattice point in Rn. 
If all means off(x) at consecutive lattice points in Rn are zero, then f (x) is 
called pseudo-zero fun&m and is denoted by O*, and A,, denotes the set of all 
pseudo-zero functions in R*. We have obviously, 
o**g=o 
for any discrete function g(x) in R?,. 
The set A(p, R@) can be partitioned into the following subsets. 
(1) A,, = {f E A : all means = 0 on every axis} 
(2) A,={fsA: II a means = 0 on some of axes and at least a mean f 0 
on another axis> 
(3) A, = {f E ‘4 : at least a mean f 0 on every axis}. 
We obtain the following schema for the convolution product .f *g in Rn. 
TABLE I 
Consequently we have 
THEOREM 3.4. Suppose that fE A(p, Rn) andg E A,(p, Rn), then f * g = 0 
implies f E A&p, R*) in R”. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Suppose that fi , fi E A(p, R”) and g E A,(p, R”) then 
fi * g = fi * g implies fi= fi + O*, and the converse is also true in R”. 
4. QUOTIENT STRUCTURE AND OPERATORS 
We consider now the converse of the convolution product, i.e. the convolu- 
tion quotient in Rn. 
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THEOREM 4.1. Suppose that g and h E A(p, Rn) are given and consider the 
equation f x g = h in R”. 
If h(0) = 0, and Xkg(0) f 0 (k = 1, 2 ,..., n), then there exists a solution 
f(x) E A(p, R’“) for the equation. Further the solution f (x) is determined uniquely 
by the initial condition f(0) = C. 
Proof. From the given equation 
f*g=h (4.1) 
we have 
X,“h(O) = t P,[X~-~+~~(O)I [X,‘g(O)l 
r=l 
(m = 1, 2 ,...; k = 1, 2 ,..., n)
Hence, due to the fact that Xkg(0) f 0, we have 
-__ -- 
XkWO) = 
/&WO) - i2 P,[X,~-~+W)I [X,W’)l~ 
- 
kJ7c~kg(o)l 
(m = 1, 2 ,..,, n). 
(4.2) 
From the initial conditionf(0) = C, Xkmf(0) (k = 1, 2 ,..., n;m = 1, 2 ,...) 
are determined, and therefore f(x) E A(p, R”) is determined uniquely by 
the condition of analyticity off in R”. It is proved that the functionf(x) thus 
determined is an only solution of (4.1) by Theorem 3.3 and Corollary 3.1. 
Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 4.1. When 
and 
-- __- 
It;cg(O) = X,2g(O) = 1-a = xyg(0) = 0, 
xFg(O) # 0 (h = 1, 2,..., n)
(4.3) 
the following condition (4.4) is necessary and sufficient for f (x) E A(p, R”) to be 
determined uniquely by the equation 
f*g=h (‘5 h E A(P, R”)) 
under the initial condition f (0) = C. 
h(0) = X,h(O) = Xk2h(0) = +.. = Xp-‘h(0) = 0, (k = 1, 2 ,..., n). 
(4.4) 
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Iffcg=h,wheregEA,,hEA,wewrite 
f=$ 
If g and h satisfy (4.3) and (4.4) respectively, then f E A(p, Rn) by (4.5), 
while if h does not satisfy (4.4), then f 4 A(p, R”) and f eQ(p, P) by (4.5) 
where Q(p, R”) is a set of operators, the definition fwhich will be given soon. 
The set A(p, IF) is a commutative ring with respect o the usual addition 
and the convolution multiplication. 
The ring A(p, P) can be embedded in a quotient structure. Consider the 
set of all orderd pairs (f, g), where f 6 A(p, P) and g E A,(p, R”). Orderd 
pairs (f, g) and (u, v) are said to be related-in symbols f/g N u/v, if and only if 
The relation N can be seen to be an equivalence relation, similarly to
Theorem 5.1 [7]. 
The equivalence relation N partitions the set of all orderd pairs (f,g) 
where f E A(p, P) and g E A,(p, R”), into equivalence classes. The set of all 
equivalence classes will be denoted by Q(p, P) or briefly by Q, and the ele- 
ment of Q will be called operators. 
In order that the set Q contains the set A, we identify afunction a E A with 
the following operator: 
a = $ (k E A,). (4.6) 
It is easy to see that (4.6) does not depend on the choice of R. It is obvious 
that A CQ by the reason mentioned before concerning (4.5). 
Addition and multiplication in the set of operators are defined respectively by 
f+f= a*d+b*c 
b*d 
a c a*c -.- 
b d =-izz> 4 dg A,(P, Rn) 
(4.7) 
Then the set Q of operators is a commutative ring with respect o addition and 
multiplication. 
Thus the theorems in A@, R2) in [7] is extended to the theorems in 
A(p, R”), and the theorems in Q(p, Rn) hold with the same notations as they 
stand in Q(p, R2) in [7]. 
Therefore we shall put up several results in A(p, R*) or Q(p, R”) without 
their proofs. 
409/34/2-8 
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EXAMPLE 1. Unit operator e. 
There is a function eE A(p, Rn) such that 
e *g =g, g E 4P, R”h g(0) = 0. 
By (4.2) we have 
and 
Xkme(0) = 2&‘(- l)m+l, 
n 
(4.8) 
4x1 y x2 ,..., x ) == (- l)izlxi 
i 
- 4 i xiprl + , 
i=l 
where 
C = e(0). 
Therefore unit operator e = g/g (g E A,(p, R”), g(0) = 0) is an identity 
element of Q, and is denoted by [I]. 
EXAMPLE 2. Numerical operator [a]. 
The operator (ag)/g (g E A,(p, P)) will be called a numerical operator, and 
is denoted by [a] or 01 for brevity, where CL is a real or complex number. 
Obviously the following theorems hold in Rn. 
THEOREM 4.2. 
,” = PI 
g 
(g E A,(P, R’% 
bl + [PI = b + PI 
bl [PI = Ml* 
EXAMPLE 3. Integral operator L 
A function #J(X) = 1 E A(p, Rn) is expressed by (4.6) as follows: 
s yst fJ*f- 0
f f 
(f~ 44p, R’?). 
(4.9) 
(4.10) 
(4.11) 
(4.12) 
Hence 4(x) = 1 corresponds to an integral operator and is denoted by 4 as 
an operator. 
EXAMPLE 4. Derivative operator s. 
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The convolutional inverse of the operator eis called the derivative operator 
and is denoted by s. 
sJL~ f e s If (9 St 
( .f E 4P, W). (4.13) 
5. PSEUDO-POWER AND PSEUDO-FRACTIONAL POWER 
Duffin [3] has discussed the n-th pseudo-power ztn), which is defined by 
Duffin and Duris have proved the following equalities inA(i): 
n! I:,,“’ -.. /;f(ts+l) 6t,+, -.. at, = ,I (x - t)‘“’ :f(t) i3. (5.2) 
,# pp) ++n+l) 
--*-=(n+m+,)!* n! ??Z! 
(5.3) 
We have the following theorems in R”. 
THEOREM 5.1. The pseudo-power x cm ) in R” defined as similar to (5.1) is 
expressed in Q(p, R”), as follows : 
*h) 
--= 
m! 
em+1 (m : positive integer), 
and the same equalities as (5.2) and (5.3) hold in Rn (cf. [7]). 
The m times convolution product off E A(p, R”) is denoted by f*m, i.e. 
THEOREM 5.2. Suppose that f E A(p, Rn) and f (0) = 0. Then there exists 
g E A(p, Rn) such that 
if 
g *m=f, g(O)=C (m: positive integer) (5.5) 
zcf (0) f 0 (h = 1, 2 ,..., n). 
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COROLLARY 5.1. A necessary and su@ient condition for the existence of 
solutions g of the equation 
g *m=f, g(O)=C (f, g E A(P, Rn)) 
is as follows : 
f(0) = x, f (0) = *.a = XF2)kf(0) = 0, 
(5.6) 
xy~+f(o) # 0, (k = 1, 2,..., n;p, = 0, 1, 2 ,... )
When the condition (5.6) does not hold, the solutions of(5.5) may or may not 
exist in Q(p, R”). Namely we have 
THEOREM 5.3. Suppose that 
-- 
rz, f (0) = Xlc”f (0) = *e* = x9-7(0) = 0. 
XPf(0) # 0 (k = 1, 2,..., n; p, = 0, 1, 2 ,... )
(5.7) 
Then 
(1) there exist x E Q(p, I?“) such as x*~ = f, ;f p, = 1 (mod m) for 
k = 1, 2 ,..., n, and 
(2) there is no x E Q(p, Rn) such as x*” = f, ifp, + 1 (mod m) for some k 
(k = 1, 2 ,..., n). 
We denote hereafter one of the pseudo-m-th roots off E A(p, R”) such as 
g(O) = 0, by 
g = f *1/m. (5.8) 
Then f *l@ + 0” is also an m-th root off. 
By (5.3) we have in Rn, 
Corresponding to this equality, we denote one of the pseudo-m-th roots g
off = xtm)/m! by 
xu/m) 
“=r(l+m,’ 
(5.9) 
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Furthermore we define in Rn, 
x(‘lna) 
I 
X("+P-l) 
i 
*1/m 
r(1+$) 
= r(m+p> ) * 
(5.10) 
Thus we obtain the function x(~)/P+~), where Y is a positive rational 
number, to which corresponds the operator /r+l. 
6. A DISCRETE ALGEBRAIC DERIVATIVE 
AND A DISCRETE EXPONENTIAL FUNCTION 
Recently Lord [9] has studied a discrete algebraic derivative D in A(i), 
similar to Mikusinski’s algebraic derivative [lo] for continuous functions and 
obtained the following formulas: 
D(f*g)=Df*g+f*Dg, f, g E A(i), (6.1) 
D(ab) = (Da) b + a(Q), a, b E Q(i), (6.2) 
Ds” = m-1 (m = 0, 1, 2 ,... ), (6.3) 
where s is the derivative operator in Q(i). 
The author [8] extended Lord’s results in Q(i) to Q(p), and obtained in 
Q(P) 
D(s - a)-m = - m(s - a)-+l (m = 0, 1, 2 )... )
We shall now obtain the same results in Rn. 
Lord [9] has defined a discrete algebraic derivative D in A(i) by 
Dh = - i bosfo - i%Jfol, 
where 
(6.4) 
and 
Sfo = % + 2fi + 2f3 + 2f5 + 2f, +fi +f4 +f, Sfs 
Tfo =fi -fd +f, -fs > fi = f (4, 
with respect o spiral coordinate notations. 
We shall define a discrete algebraic derivative D in A(p, Rn) as follows: 
Df, = - (i c-0, (6.5) 
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where Ztj is an operation on the lattice plane m parallel tox,Oxj passing through 
the point x(x1 ,... xi ,... xj ,... x,) in R” such that 
zij = i [(Pi% + PjXj) s,- (PjX, + P,Xj) T,j], (6.6) 
where Sij and Tij are operations on the plane rr corresponding to above 
mentioned operations S and T. 
Then we have the following theorems. 
THEOREM 6.1. In Rn, we have 
D(f*g) = Df*g +f* Dg, f, g f A(P, R”) (6.7) 
D(ab) = (Da) b + a(Db), a, b E Q(P, W (6.8) 
and 
Dsn” = m.ym-1 (m - 0, 1, 2 )... ) (6.9) 
Ferrand [6] has introduced the discrete exponential function as the solution 
of the discrete derivative equation 
Sf (x) 
__ = af (z), 6.x f (0) = c, 
(6.10) 
where a is a complex constant. 
The solution of (6.10) has been expressed as follows: [6, 3, 51, if a* f 16, 
The solution of (6.10) in R” is expressed by 
f(x) = C fJ f*)“’ s Ceax* 
(6.11) 
(6.12) 
where eax* is called iscrete exponential function in Rn. 
We have in Q(p, Ra) similarly in[8] 
eax* = - 1 S--a 9 a # 2p;l (i = 1, 2 ,..., n). (6.13) 
A straight-forward calculation by using (64, (6.6) and (6.12) leads to 
Deax* = - 4em* 
Therefore we have the following theorem similar to Theorem 2 in [8]. 
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THEOREM 6.2. In Q(p, P) we Irave 
D(s - a)- = - n(s - a)-n-1, (n = 0, 1, 2 ,... ) (6.15) 
Therefore the operation D in A(p, Rn) corresponds to d/ds for rational expressions 
of s in Q(p, R”). 
Concerning the operation 2 = - D in A(p, Rn), by a similar discussion 
in [3] p. 362, we have 
THEOREM 6.3. 
&p) = xh+l) in A(p, R”). 
Hence we obtain also 
DS-(m+l) = _ (m + 1) S-(m+2) in Q(p, R”). 
(6.16) 
7. SOLUTIONS OF DISCRETE EQUATIONS 
We shall have the same solutions for the discrete Volterra-type integral 
equation or for the linear discrete derivative equation in A(p, R*) as in [7]. 
For the discrete Volterra integral equation 
n(x) = f (x) + h SXg(x - t) : u(t) St, (7.1) 
0 
where f, g E A(p, Rn) are given, we have 
4x) =f (x) + hg(x) *f(x) + *.. + Q*%(x) *f(x) + ***, (7.2) 
if 
X&g(O) # 2p;E1 (h = 1,2,..., n) and I M4l < I e(x>l -
For the linear derivative equation with constant coefficients 
P’F(x) 
a0 6xm + al ‘:lf$’ + a-- + a,F(x) =f(x), (7.3) 
where f(x) E A(p, R”) is given, we have discrete analytic solution in Rn by 
making use of the same operational calculus as in p. 63-64 [7]. 
Finally we shall obtain discrete analytic solutions in R” of difference 
equations (cf. [3]). 
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Consider, for example, the homogeneous difference equation in Rn 
i.e. 
F(x1 + 2, x2 ,..-, x,) - (a + @F(x, + 1, x2 ,***, XT&) 
+ abF(x, ) x2 )...) x,) = 0 
‘Y,2F(X) - (a + b) &F(x) + &F(x) = 0, (7.4) 
where a, b are distinct non-zero constants. 
For the variable x1 , (7.4) has the general solution 
F(x) = avqx, )...) xn+ b”‘C,(x, ,..., x,). 
Now functions 
F,(x) = uZ’C1(x2 )...) x, and F,(x) = b”‘C,(x, ,..., x ) 
should be determined so that they may be discrete analytic. By the condition 
L,,Fl = 0, we have 
F,(x) = aZ54~C1(x3 )..., x,), 
where 
A 
2 
= 1 + 4 
a+h, ’ 
h -Pl+P2 
2 P1-P2 
if 
a$-&. 
By the condition L,,F, = 0, we have similarly 
F,(x) = &4~A~C1(x4 ,..-, x,), 
where 
A 
3 
= 1 + aX3 
Tqq-’ 
x = Pl + P3 
3 Pl -PP, 
if a# - h3, and so on. 
At last by the condition L1,*Fl = 0, we have 
F,(x) = cp”’ fi AFi, 
i=2 
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where 
A.= 1 +a& 
1 -zqy’ 
Ai = PI 4-A 
Pl -Pi 
if a f - hi , and c1 is arbitrary constant. 
We have similar expressions for F,(x). Therefore we have the general 
discrete analytic solutions of (7.4) as follows: 
F(x) = clu21 fi Afi + c2bz1 fi By”, (7.5) 
i=2 i=2 
if 
where 
a, b f - Ai , a f 4 
Thus we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 7.1. Consider the homogeneous da&rence equation in R” 
XIT(X) + a,x,“-T(x) + *** + a,-,x1qx> + 4Tx) = 0. (7.6) 
When the characteristic equation of (7.6), 
yn + a,~“-l + ... + a,-,r + a, = 0 (7.7) 
has n distinct non-zero roots rl , r2 ,..., r, , we have the general discrete analytic 
solution as follows : 
;f ri # - Aj , where 
F(x) = $ cri” fi A;;, (7.8) 
i=l j=z 
(j = 2, 3 ,..., n; i = 1, 2 ,..., n) 
and ci (i = l,..., n) are arbitrary constants. 
If (7.7) has a root r, with multiplicity m, we can not determine C(X, ,..., x ) 
so that 
F,(x) = ~~~lmc(x, ,..., x ) 
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is discrete analytic in R”. Therefore we shall consider the method to solve 
(7.6) by making use of discrete analytic function eax*. 
Duffin and Duris [5] have solved the Eq. (7.6) in A(i, R2). We shall extend 
their solutions toA(p, Rn). 
By letting wk(x) = X:-%(x), (7.6) can be written in the matrix form 
[%J fn -i. :. 1:: !] E], (7.9) 
which is expressed by the vector w(x) as 
&w(x) = Cw(x) (7.10) 
where C is a square matrix. 
We have the following theorem by slight modification ftheorem in [S]. 
THEOREM 7.2. In the system of di$%rence equation (7.10), let C be a constant 
matrix which is arbitrary except that C does not have the eigenvalues 0,- Xi 
or - A;l. Then we have 
w(x) = w(O) Cq fi (I + XiC)2g (C + A$)-‘* E A(p, R”), (7.11) 
1=2 
where 
h Pl+Pi i=pl (i = 2, 3 ,..., n). 
Thkdiscrete derivative equation in R” 
Sf (4 - = af(4, 6X a # 2p;l 
is reduced to the difference equation 
Xif 04 = $yf(x). * 
Hence we may have the following matrix equality by (6.12) and (7.11) 
c = (21+ p,A) (21- p,A)-1, 
i.e. 
A = 2p3C - I) (C + I)-‘, 
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where I is the identity matrix. Hence in the notation of matrix functions, 
e Ax* = fJ (21+ p,A)“’ (21 - pp4yi, (7.12) 
we may write (7.11) as 
where 
w(x) = w(0) eAx*, (7.13) 
A = 2p;l(C - I) (C + I)? 
When (7.7) has multiple roots, we have the similar theorem in Rn to the 
theorem mentioned in [5]. 
THEOREM 7.3. If rl , r2 ,..., rV are the non-zero roots of (7.7) with multi- 
plicities m, , m2 ,..., m , respectively, such that rj # - hi , - X;l or - 1, 
then we have the general discrete analytic solution f (7.6) in R” as follows: 
P mi-1 
F(x) = c c Bi3 -$$- eaix*, 
j=l j=o 
where 
-l ri - 1 
016 = 2p, - 
ri + 1 
(i = 1, 2 ,..., p). 
Proof. At first we have by (6.12), for 01 finite and 01# f 2p;‘, 
iY 
aolj eax* = eax*Pj x), ( (7.14) 
where Pj(x) is a polynomial of degree exactly j for every variable 
xi (i = 1, 2 ,..., n). 
Letting x = (x1 , 0 ,..., 0) in (7.6), we know F(x, ,0 ,..., 0) has the form 
F(x, , 0 ,..., 0) = 1 C Cjjx~r~, 
j=l j=O , 
where Cii are arbitrary constants. 
Sincerif-&,--A;‘or- 1,wehave 
-l ri - 1 
cq = 2p, -. 
ri + 1 
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By (7.14), we have 
Thus we conclude that the Bij’s can be found so that 
i.e. 
Choose the Bij’s so that (7.15) holds for i = 1, 2,...,p, and let 
D m,-1 
F(X) = c 1 Bij $ enix*. 
i-1 j=o 
By (6.13), we have 
ai j! 
aoLj eax* = (S _ ++I = j!(eax*)*(j+l) E A(p, R”). 
Hence F(x) is the general discrete analytic solution of (7.6) in R”. 
Addendum 
Berg [1] has explained the operational calculus on continuous functions by 
using Duhamel product 
fg =& px - t>&> dt
instead of Mikusifiski’s convolution product 
f * g = ,;f,, - t) g(t) dt* 
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Deeter and Lord [2] h as studied the operational calculus on discrete 
analytic functions by using the hyperconvolution product 
f *’ g = j:f (x - t) : g’(t) at + g(O)f (4 
instead of 
in [7]. The author [8] h as studied the relation between the ring structure 
(A f, *> and (4 +, *‘) or the quotient structure (Q, *) and (Q, *‘) and 
obtained the reduction formulae between f E (Q, *) and f/l E ($3, d). 
These relations between the ring structure (A, +, *) and (A, +, *‘) or 
the quotient structure (Q, *) and (Q, *‘) will b e extended to those of discrete 
analytic functions of n variables. 
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